The 
Introduction
Many people who have bought a consumer electronics device and tried to get it to work with the help of the instructions end up criticizing the manual. Manuals are difficult and inaccessible for many users, but especially for elderly people.
Within the next few decades, almost half of the population in the western world will be older than 50. As a consequence, more and more elderly people will use consumer electronics devices. This prospect has led interface and document designers to think about improvements in the design of the devices and the accompanying manuals, in order to achieve a better usability for both elderly and younger people. In her plea for technical communicators to account for the needs of an aging population, Lippincott argues that 0-7803-9028-8/05/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE. multidisciplinary research projects are needed in order to systematically investigate the behavioral and cognitive difference between age groups interacting with technical communication. [1] In the last few years, several gerontological studies have shown that major advances have been made in adapting technology to elderly people. Hartley, for example, has listed various rules of thumb for designing instructional text for elderly people. [2] Both T.D. Freudenthal and A. Freudenthal studied elderly people's behavior in interaction with complex devices in order to identify characteristics of the device that cause problems, along with characteristics of elderly people's behavior that might explain their problems. [3] [4] Wright investigated the use of instructions by elderly readers. [5] This paper contributes to the detection of characteristics in instructions that could be the source of elderly users' problems with electronic devices. In a first phase, an exploratory experiment resulted in three candidate variables which may cause problems. In a second phase, the three variables (temporal iconicity, the signaling of steps, and the addition of goal and consequence information) were investigated in three experiments.
Temporal Iconicity
First of all we explored the role of the order in which information is mentioned in instructions. Research on effects of aging on the reading process has shown that stories that are told in a nonchronological order are harder to comprehend for older people than for younger. [6] Operating a device consists to a great extent of performing procedures. Procedures are defined as a sequence of steps or actions. For a large number of procedures, it is important that the actions in it are performed in the correct order. One should first put the laundry and detergent into the washingmachine, then close the machine, and then turn it on, in order to avoid dirty laundry, a mess on the floor, or a broken machine. Instructions should support the user to conceive the correct order of procedural steps. It seems obvious that instructions should therefore mention the actions in the order that they have to be executed. We refer to this similarity between the text and the actual procedure as "temporal iconicity" (Enkvist's definition: "Iconicism occurs whenever the linear relations in a text stand for temporal … relations between the referents in the world described by that text" [7] ). We expect that especially the elderly benefit from temporal iconicity in instructions.
Signaling Steps
The second variable was the role of the signaling of steps. In several advisory guides for document design, the importance of segmenting and signaling procedural steps is stressed. In text comprehension, signal words (such as therefore, but, because, first of all, secondly, likewise, nonetheless, etc.) help the reader to understand the text's structure and to build a correct and coherent mental representation of it. [8] Signal words probably function in the same way in the processing of instructions.
Intuitively, it is understandable that segmentation in instructions is important because it enables users to switch more easily between manual and device. [9] [10] People read a step from the procedure, execute it on the device, go back to the text to read the next step, etc. This kind of behavior, implies that the text should not just allow readers to build an adequate mental representation of the (steps in the) procedure, but also supports the execution of tasks in two ways, first by signaling when they should stop reading and start performing; second by facilitating the return from task to text, and preventing them from missing or repeating/doubling steps. [11] Some research has been done on older people's memory for performed tasks. Kausler and Hakami had older and younger people perform a series of tasks, after which they were given a recall task. [12] The older participants recalled fewer tasks than the younger. Lichty, Kausler, and Martinez elaborated on the Kausler and Hakami experiment, by giving a recognition test after the recall test. [13] The results were similar. Elderly participants both recalled and recognized fewer tasks than the younger participants. As it seems, older people's decreased memory for performed actions affects the encoding process in instruction processing. Some researchers explicitly recommend giving instructions in formatted lists, to facilitate this process. [5] So, in the experiments it was expected that clear signaling of the instructions is more beneficial for older than for younger users.
Goal and Consequence Information
The last characteristic that was explored was the effect of complementing actions with goal and 0-7803-9028-8/05/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE. consequence information. Manuals can never be fully explicit. Users have to infer information from their background knowledge and from the task context. But if manuals only mention the action to be performed, users, especially older users, may have problems with these inferences. Research on effects of aging on the process of inferential reasoning has shown that elderly people are less capable of making inferences than younger people. [14] In addition, we need to consider the fact that information that is not stated explicitly can be diverse in character. Information such as "press the MENU-button to open the menu, use the arrow keys to select SETTINGS" is of a different nature than information like "the VCR can be compared to a television set without a screen". The latter example requires more inferences. In order to decide which information types were relevant, an inventory of information types in instructions is needed. Some categorizations make only a raw division, such as Ummelen's distinction between procedural and declarative information. [15] [16] Other proposals are more fine-grained, such as Jansen and Steehouder's inventory. [17] In the context of learning situations they distinguish the following information elements in the manual: "aim, explanation, starting point, assignment, instruction, reference checking and continuation". We restrict ourselves to a categorization of four basic types of procedural information. This categorization is inspired by Farkas. [18] He defines the process of operating a device as bringing it from an original status into a desired or goal status. Goal information describes the desired status and starting point information describes the original status. Action information describes the actions that need to be performed in order to achieve the goal status. Finally, consequence information describes what can be observed on the device when an action is performed, in order to be able to check whether an action was performed correctly. Two of these types, goal and consequence information, were chosen for experimental investigation.
In Sum
Two lines of research were set out. First of all we designed an experiment to investigate the characteristics that are related to the surface level of the instructions: iconicity and the signaling of steps. The factor iconicity was investigated in more detail in a follow-up experiment. Secondly we investigated the characteristic that is related to the content of instructions: the presence or absence of goal and consequence information. In all three experiments that are described below, two age groups participated: older participants, aged between 60 and 70 years and younger participants, aged between 20 and 30 years. Most of the younger participants were students at a university or a college. Most of the elderly participants had received professional training.
Experiment I: Iconicity and the Signaling of Steps
Iconicity and the signaling of steps were investigated in an experiment with a fictitious device: a medical laser. Thirty older and thirty younger participants were given iconic and noniconic procedures and procedures with different types of signaling (see Table 1 for examples of each condition). The iconicity conditions were modeled on the basis of material that has been used by researchers investigating the role of event order in sentence and discourse processing. Clark and Clark started this line of research in 1968, confronting people with complex sentences, using the connectives "before" or "after" to introduce the subordinate clause, such as "He tooted the horn before he swiped the cabbages". [19] The action steps were signaled both by verbal (connectives) and multimodal means (numbered list), apart from that, there was a no signal condition. displayed on a TV screen, which they had to judge for correctness by pressing a yes or no button. Reading times, reaction times and error rates were measured.
It turned out that the task was harder for the elderly on three dimensions. Compared to the younger, the elderly:
• needed more time to read the procedures • needed more time to judge the simulations • more often made incorrect judgments
The results of the reaction times can be seen in Table 2 . (The results on the numbers of errors were similar. In the reading times, only age differences were found.) Unlike the younger group, the elderly also needed more time to read and were less accurate in judging incorrect as compared to correct simulations.
Unexpectedly, however, the text factors did not affect the tasks in any way. It is not easy to understand why, especially in the case of iconicity, which turned out to be effective in related research with other text genres that we described before. Perhaps the manipulations were too small to play a visible role in the relatively broad task of judging a simulation for correctness. But that does not answer the question why the reading times showed no effects either. We think that people had to rely on memory during the verifying task, and thus they may have engaged in some kind of memorizing during reading. A comparable result was seen in a study by Dixon, who had readers perform instructions in two conditions: an "immediate" condition in which instructions could be performed immediately after reading and a "memory" condition in which people had to read the complete procedure before they could start performing. [20] Dixon's results showed a huge increase in the reading times in the memory condition as compared to the immediate condition. In our experiment, there was only one condition, which closely resembled Dixon's memory condition. The reading times were rather long. Perhaps any possible effects of the text manipulations disappeared because of these large reading times.
Regarding the signaling of steps, it is important that the actual behavior of switching (between text and device) was ruled out in the experimental method that was used. Participants did not execute procedures, they judged simulations of the procedures. We expected that signaling would facilitate readers to build a mental representation of the procedures (in addition to support switching), but it seems as if this text characteristic is merely operative when users are actually switching. Future experiments in which readers do need to switch between text and device, could shed more light on this hypothesis.
Experiment II: Iconicity
To shed more light on the results that we found for iconicity, a follow up experiment was conducted in which participants indeed had to execute tasks. Because we wanted to avoid memorization of activities, we created a quite simple and straightforward task on a computer screen. Participants had to read iconic and non-iconic instructions on the screen, and had to execute these instructions by pressing two buttons on the keyboard. The task screen is given in Figure 1 . . The balls were actually green and red. In this paper, green is represented by white, and red is represented by grey.
Eighteen younger and fifteen older participants participated. Reading times (defined as the time between the appearance of the stimulus on screen and the participant's first push on an arrow key) were measured. By varying the temporal connective and the position of the main and subordinate clause, we created four types of sentences as can be seen in Table 3 . For each of the sentences in the table another one was used in which the two actions had to be performed in the opposite order (the colour words were switched). After you have thrown a white ball into the case, you throw a grey ball into it Non-iconic 1 (main clause first, after) Throw a grey ball into the case, after you have thrown a white ball into it Non-iconic 2 (subclause first, before) Before you throw a grey ball into the case, you throw a white ball into it.
The results are presented in Table 4 . Again, we found a very clear age effect. The elderly needed far more time to read the instructions and perform the actions than the younger. But apart from that, the results were rather unexpected. The most important influence on the reading times came from the clause position. When the subordinate clause preceded the main clause, the reading times were shorter, especially for the older age group. In other experiments with comparable (though not instructive) stimuli, the sentences with the main clause in first position were processed and remembered better than sentences starting with the subordinate clause. [19] [21] A closer look at the materials that we used makes this result plausible, however. The fact is that the subordinate clause contains more information to execute the task than the main clause. It gives the reader not only one action to perform but also the order in which the two actions have to be executed. Apparently, when people are "reading to do", they benefit from an early presentation of this kind of information that is relevant to task performance (rather than an early presentation of a subordinate clause as compared to a main clause). sentences. Again, this result might be explained by the typical relation between reading and performing. In the laser-experiment, the instructions came first, and then the procedure was displayed. In this experiment both the instructive sentence and the balls and case appeared on screen together. We expected that with a simple task such as the one that was used, the performance process would come very close to a natural way of task performance (which would include switching, an activity that was eliminated from task performance in this experiment), and at the same time it would enable us to measure reading times without forcing participants into a "memory condition" like in the laser-experiment. But perhaps the same goes for temporal iconicity as for the signaling of steps: they only seem to be helpful in instructions when it is actually possible for the reader to execute an action immediately after reading it. In this experiment, people appeared to be quickest when the action that they read most recently is the one that they could start the procedure with (and, consequently, perform immediately). Finally, another remarkable result was found. The order of the colour words in the sentence also affected the results, with an interaction with age group. As can be seen in Table 5 , the order "whitegrey" had shorter reading times than the order "grey-white", especially for the older age group. In Figure 1 it can be seen that the (fixed) presentation of the coloured balls on screen is "white-grey" (from left to right). It is probably no coincidence that the same order of colour words in the sentence is the easiest variant for the readers. In this context of throwing coloured balls into the case, we cannot say that either one of the orders "white-grey" or "grey-white" would be easier, more logical or more obvious. The order is highly arbitrary, and consequently, so is the correspondence that did or did not exist between the instruction and the procedure (which was our operationalization of temporal iconicity). We argue that in this context, in which the position of the coloured balls on the screen is the only thing that remains unchanged throughout the entire experiment, readers rely on some sort of "perceptual" iconicity. The correspondence between the order of the colour words in a sentence and the position of the balls on screen (cf. "white-grey") corresponds with the shortest reading times. A future experiment in which the position of the coloured balls on the screen is varied could shed more light on this argument.
In the introduction it was explained that two lines of research were set out in this project. Though not all the desired answers have been found yet, the first line, concerning the signaling of steps and iconicity in instructions ends here. In the remainder of this paper, the second line of research is addressed.
Experiment III: The Need for Goal and Consequence Information
The exploratory experiment that was carried out at the start of this project indicated that the absence of certain types of information harmed (older) people's task performance to a greater extent than other's. We investigated this indication further in an experiment in which the presence of goal and consequence information was varied. Thirty nine younger and thirty five older participants executed tasks on a programmable thermostat. They were given one of three versions of a manual. Throughout the manual, action information was always specified. Apart from that, in one version of the manual both goal and consequence information were given.
In the other two versions one of the two information types was systematically left out. An example of one action in the three manual versions can be seen in Table 6 . The participants worked aloud, and video recordings of their behaviour were made. The recordings were analyzed with respect to the elements in the manual that were read, the errors that were made, and the time that was needed to perform each action. The time needed to perform actions and the number of correct actions are presented in Table 7 . Press the button once.
As in the other experiments, we found age effects in this experiment. The elderly needed more time to perform actions and they made more errors than the young. In the performance times we also found an interaction of text version with age group. The elderly needed more time for the version without consequence information than for the other versions, whereas the young showed no difference between the versions. Apparently, older readers benefit from information that enables them to check when they have finished an action and whether they performed it correctly. Consequence information brings a sense of security to a person's interaction with a device. It is easy to imagine that this is more comfortable for elderly users, not just because they usually are less experienced in the field of interacting with devices than younger people, but also because it enables them to keep track of the procedure they are engaged in. Furthermore it appears that the elderly are less able than the young to infer the consequence from the combination of the information that is given in the manual, their own knowledge and the signals that can be observed on the thermostat. It is remarkable that during the experiment, we noticed that several "consequence" signals on the display of the thermostat were overlooked by users. Some of the signals were very small, others were only displayed for a relatively short time. Especially the elderly seemed to miss such signals, and as it turns out, it hampered their task performance. It is possible that in this thermostat-experiment, the younger people (who are generally more "digitally" experienced) benefited from experience, and therefore performed better and were hindered less by the absence of information. In the previous two experiments however, we tried to minimize the role of experience. The device in the laserexperiment was fictitious and the task did not include the actual performance of procedures. The task with the coloured balls was highly artificial and therefore we don't think experience would have been very helpful to either age group. The fact that we still found age effects in these experiments, (including interactions of text factors with age in the second experiment) strengthens our opinion that in addition to experience, other aspects of an aging audience, such as decreased attention, vision, or inferential ability, explain for the elderly's dependence on consequence information that we found in the last experiment.
General Conclusions and Discussion
The goal of the research project that is described in this paper was to identify and investigate text characteristics that hinder especially older people's interaction with devices and manuals. The role of temporal iconicity, the signaling of steps and the absence of goal and consequence information were investigated. In all three experiments very clear age effects were found. The elderly needed more time to read instructions and to execute the tasks. With respect to performance quality, the elderly performed worse than the younger age groups.
Reading To Do: Segment the Instructions
The results of the experiment with the coloured balls suggest that temporal iconicity of instructions can be helpful only when it is possible for readers to perform an action immediately after reading about it. Perhaps this result can be interpreted as a plea for a clear segmentation of procedural steps. Apparently readers want to perform the step they just read immediately. When procedural steps are 0-7803-9028-8/05/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE. segmented, it is clear for the reader when to stop reading and start performing. Consequently, the segmentation should also support the reader to easily return to the next step in the procedure, without erroneously repeating or skipping actions. The interaction with age group that was found in the experiment shows that this could be even more important for the older user of instructions (who generally suffers from diminished working memory capacity). At first sight, this interpretation may seem to contradict the results of the laserexperiment. There we found no results for the signaling of steps. However, the experiment with the coloured balls measured text effects while people were actually performing tasks. The experiment with the medical laser did not: people did not really perform instructions. We think the segmenting of instructions will most of all support the reading-to-do situation. We expect that signals are especially helpful in the switching component of the process of operating devices.
Most Informative First
The reading times in the experiment with the coloured balls are influenced most of all by the position of the main and subordinate clause, again with an interaction with age group. We argued before that this is probably caused by the fact that the information about the order of the actions is only present in the subordinate clause. Perhaps this result could be translated into a principle for instructional design: put the most informative element first. At first sight, this seems contradictory to the recency effect that was found in the second experiment, but it probably is not. We think the recency effect was caused by the impossibility for users to perform actions immediately after reading. When that requirement is met in the instructions, older users can still be helped by starting each instruction with the most informative element.
How to Investigate?
The two experiments that were done to investigate iconicity point out that researchers need to think of experimental paradigms to investigate the use of instructions. The complex process of reading, switching and performing is hard to imitate in laboratory conditions.
Tell the User What Happens
The experiment with the thermostat yielded results that can easily be translated into a guideline for optimizing instructions for an elderly audience. If there is any means to check whether an action has been performed (correctly), then it should be stated in the manual. Apparently the elderly want to know "what happens". The experiment also showed that interface designers can easily take the older user into account. Feedback-signals of the device should be visible and the user should be granted a substantial amount of time to notice the feedback before it disappears.
